INTERNAL DEVELOPMENT & SECRETARIAT*
2018 was the first year of the EU-Russia Civil Society Forum
e.V. acting independently as a legal entity. At the 8th General
Assembly on 15-18 May 2018 in Sofia, Bulgaria, representatives
of Forum member and supporter organisations adopted a set
of detailed by-laws, as well as minor changes to the Articles of
Association. By-laws describe governance structure and relevant
procedures, allow better transparency, inclusion and fairer
treatment of members and supporters. Despite that the set of
the internal documents needed for the smooth operation of the
organisation is complete, the elaboration of a few topical policies
(conflict of interest policy, etc.) will span into 2019. The process
of development of the new Forum Strategy 2020-2025 was also
launched at the GA.
Forum efforts on improving governance already increased
participation of the internal self-governing bodies, such as
Working and Expert Groups, Task Forces, Project Teams and interested communities. In 2018, the new Working Group “Human

BOARD & CONTACT

Rights in the Information Society” started, and a new Expert
Group on the civil society research formed around the Report on
the State of Civil Society in Russia and the EU.
The Forum adopted several practices for optimising processes. Many novelties were introduced in the financial management – for example, starting the practice of annual audits as
of 2019, and developing a detailed set of financial regulations
(travel policy, etc.). The Forum also prepared the mandate for
its Treasurer to start their work in 2019. Ahead of the introduction of the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), the
Forum elaborated a compliance mechanism for this and trained
its staff.
By the end of the year, the Secretariat employed five fulltime and five part-time staff members, an accountant (on retainer) and several assistance staff and interns. All the personnel
also went through the annual assessment and setting goals for
the next year.
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MISSION & OUTREACH *
EU-Russia Civil Society Forum is a network of thematically diverse non-governmental
organisations from Russia and the European Union, established as a bottom-up, non-partisan civic
initiative. The Forum serves as a platform for members to engage in joint activities, articulate
common positions, provide support and solidarity, and exert civic inﬂuence on policy- and decisionmaking on the (inter)governmental level. Driven by a vision of ‘the civil society beyond borders’,
the Forum brings together organisations and people and therefore contributes to the integration
between Russia and the EU, based on the common values of pluralistic democracy, rule of law,
human rights and social justice.
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EU-RUSSIA CIVIL SOCIETY COOPERATION

SUPPORT FOR ORGANISATIONS AND ACTIVISTS
GLOBAL GOALS WITH LOCAL AGENDAS: PRINCIPLES OF
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN NGO PRACTICE AND
SOCIAL INNOVATIONS IN EU AND RUSSIA

A two-day visit of Russian NGOs to Finland in October 2018
was the first part of the project. Forum member and supporter
organisations joined to promote the concept of the 2030 Agenda
for Sustainable Development and its 17 Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) to NGOs, local communities and initiative groups
in Russia. The purpose of the stay in Helsinki was to learn more
about best practices of Finnish organisations and institutions in
areas such as gender equality, empowerment of the communities,
a peaceful and open society and strengthening the partnership
for sustainable development.

RILLI LAPPALAINEN, FINGO (HELSINKI, FINLAND):
Voting, one of the most exciting moments of every General Assembly

Musician and poet Yulia Balabanova from Perm performed in the yard of the former
prison in Pitești

8TH GENERAL ASSEMBLY

FORUM FOR YOUNG PROFESSIONALS “EUROPE LAB“

On 15-18 May 2018, the 8th General Assembly (GA) took place. It
gathered over 200 representatives from member and supporter
organisations, observers, donors and media. The GA touched on
plenty of relevant topics for both the European Union and Russia – energy and corruption, Bulgaria in the EU, civil society in
today’s Russia, etc.
The solidarity topic has become a leitmotiv of the Assembly.
The Forum joined an international #SaveOyub/#SaveMemorial
campaign. Many participants of the meeting were wearing Tshirts or holding a picture of Oyub Titiev, the imprisoned Head
of the Human Rights Centre “Memorial” in the Chechen Republic, behind bars. Later, a picket in front of the Embassy of the
Russian Federation took place. Additionally, the Working Group
“Environment” prepared a statement appealing for the preservation of the Pirin National Park in its integrity.

MARCELINA ZAWISZA, “RAZEM” PARTY/“BLACK PROTEST”
MOVEMENT (WARSAW, POLAND), KEYNOTE SPEAKER AT
THE GA 2018:

We were pleased to see that people in Poland were ready to fight for their
rights and succeeded in getting the Draconic bill on the virtual banning of
abortion to get rejected. What makes us even happier is that the citizens’
activities are not only limited to the “Black Protest”; they also continue to
defend constitutional law in the country, basics of the judicial system and
much more.

WEBINARS

In 2018, the Forum put an additional effort on the quality, and
not just quantity of webinars and invited interesting and relevant
speakers. Besides, the Secretariat colleagues strived to reach out
not only to internal audiences but also to the public. On average,
three webinars were devoted to topical issues such as dissemination of information, managing projects with international teams
and data empowerment in a digital society. Each webinar gathered
around 16 participants. The webinar on reporting visualisation
tools attracted 28 persons, the largest number of participants ever.

ALEXEY SIDORENKO, TEPLITSA. TECHNOLOGIES FOR SOCIAL
GOOD (MOSCOW, RUSSIA), SPEAKER AT THE WEBINAR ON
GOOGLE DATA STUDIO OPPORTUNITIES FOR NGOS:

Good visualisation is vital for today’s reporting, both on the producer’s and
on the recipient’s part. The former can immediately reply to virtually every
inquiry of a partner, media or donor organisation – and this in less than
two hours of work! The latter can get a very simple overview of activities
by NGOs or initiatives.

On 28-31 July 2018, the Annual Forum “Europe Lab” (www.
europe-lab.net) came to the Pitești Prison Memorial in Romania. Seventy young professionals between the ages of 25 and 35
and volunteers reflected together in four workshops on gender
issues, documenting historical memory, peace building and civic
education. They further discussed how to take into consideration
voices of minorities, strengthening vulnerable groups, developing grass-roots initiatives and processing personal stories. Three
projects, winners of the competition, – a visual platform for
citizens’ artwork, giving a stronger voice to the LGBT+ community and narration of the history of the 20th century through
memories of young political prisoners – have been supported
thanks to Forum donors.

The work on SDGs in Finland is a part of the state strategy. On the
organisational level, we also have a commitment platform in which any
entity may voluntarily make a commitment to do something towards
SDGs. Although the situation in Finland and Russia vary, our cooperation on a common handbook shows that all of us in the civil society sector
understand the importance of SDGs and are eager to move towards their
implementation.

OBSERVERS IN ACTION

THINK CRITICALLY: PROMOTING CRITICAL THINKING IN
THE CONTEXT OF GLOBAL CIVIC EDUCATION

On 24-27 September 2018, members of the Forum Working
Group “Civic Education” organised an Expert Lab “Think Critically!” in Warsaw, Poland. The participants from NGOs and
initiative groups based in Germany, Hungary, Lithuania, Poland
and Russia discussed their experiences in teaching critical thinking. Besides, during the workshop, the experts familiarised
themselves with the attitude of a number of Polish organisations
and developed their initial materials on the topic.

ANDREI SUSLOV, CENTRE FOR CIVIC EDUCATION AND HUMAN RIGHTS/ FORUM WORKING GROUP “CIVIC EDUCATION”
(PERM, RUSSIA):
Critical thinking skills are critical for orientating oneself in the contemporary world, with all the manipulation, fake news and other attributes
of modern times. Within our project, we have developed prototypes of
programmes for teaching critical thinking and got started testing them
on various audiences in specific country contexts. The next step will be the
promotion of the developed materials in educational practices.

trends and polarising discourses in a lot of European countries
and share best practices of the civic community.

The project aimed at implementation and empowerment of
standards of civic election observation included two stages – the
analysis of the online observation of the Russian Presidential
Election (18 March 2018) and the observation mission during the
local government elections in the Masovian Voivodeship in Poland (21 October 2018). Unlike the Russian case, where quite a few
violations were noted (in some commissions, real turnout was
even up to five times lower than the official one), in Poland no incidents were observed that would violate the integrity of elections
or influence the election results in an unlawful manner. However,
some aspects of the election process could have had a negative
impact on the course of events and citizens’ right to vote.

NANI JANSEN REVENTLOW, DIGITAL FREEDOM FUND (BERLIN, GERMANY), IN INTERVIEW FOR THE LEGAL DIALOGUE
JOURNAL COMMENTING ON STRATEGIC CASES AND DIGITAL
RIGHTS:

Who are your partners? Who are you working with to make sure there is
proper advocacy on the side? What is the follow-up? Because you can win
a case and have a nice precedent in court but how are you actually going to
make sure it is implemented so that you can achieve the desired effect?

FIGHTING TRANSBORDER CORRUPTION

KAROL BIJOŚ, POLITICAL ACCOUNTABILITY FOUNDATION
(WARSAW, POLAND):

The local government elections were the first ones in Poland, which were
open to independent observers. We were happy to have on board our longstanding partners from the Russian GOLOS Movement. As the colleagues
have it hard now with the election monitoring in their country, we support
them with online observation missions. This time, they stood by us with
their advice and methods of election monitoring on the spot.

MARIA AXINTE, PITEȘTI PRISON MEMORIAL
(PITEȘTI, ROMANIA):

It is an exciting experience to have had so many young people from all
over Europe come together in a place where people of the same age and
even younger were detained in such difficult conditions and submitted to
unspeakable violence. Their stories should be remembered in order not to
let these atrocities happen again. I am delighted that one of the winning
projects of “Europe Lab” 2018, “Imprisoned Youth”, will create a public
platform to present the stories of young people, including a survivor of
Pitești Phenomenon, to the whole world.

Mass solidarity action in support of Oyub Titiev was the highlight of the General
Assembly in Sofia

The discussion with Russian civil society actors in Berlin was organised at ZOiS – Centre for East European and International Studies, a new Forum partner organisation

Heads Up! – The Legal Dialogue Symposium ”Precarious U-Turn in Rights and
Justice. How to Protect Our Achievements?” in Berlin

ADVOCACY WORK

NETWORKING MEETINGS “(NEW) WAYS AND FORMATS
FOR A COOPERATION WITH RUSSIA“

EU-RUSSIA LEGAL DIALOGUE

2018 was marked by further strengthening and professionalisation of the Forum advocacy work. The Advocacy Group formulated five major priorities for its work: 1) expanding space for
civil society; 2) facilitation of exchange of people, information
and opinions between Russia and the EU; 3) supporting efforts to
strengthen European values; 4) strengthening common European
legal frameworks and pan-European institutions; and 5) addressing various public interest issues.
For the end of 2018 – first half of 2019, the Advocacy Group
prioritised a need to address a deepening crisis around Russia’s
membership in the Council of Europe. This issue was addressed
during visits to Strasbourg, at meetings and roundtables in European capitals, as well as through media articles.

YURI DZHIBLADZE, CENTRE FOR DEVELOPMENT OF DEMOCRACY AND HUMAN RIGHTS/ FORUM ADVOCACY GROUP
(MOSCOW, RUSSIA) AND KONSTANTIN BARANOV, INTERNATIONAL YOUTH HUMAN RIGHTS MOVEMENT (ROSTOV-ONDON, RUSSIA):
Sharing experiences on Sustainable Development Goals between Finnish and Russian NGOs

Report by “Observers in Action” on the local government elections in Poland was
presented to Rafał Wagner, Electoral Commissioner for Warsaw

DIVIDED HISTORIES

REFLECTING EUROPE

The new Forum Programme is a logical continuation of the
Touring Exhibition “Different Wars: National School Textbooks
on WWII”, which revealed the differences in the narration and
perception of the history of the Second World War in high school
textbooks in various European countries. In 2018, the exhibition continued its journey to Berlin, Irkutsk, Minsk, Moscow and
Rybinsk. A Russian version of the catalogue was published.
In 2019, the Programme focus will be shifted to examining
the relationship between remembrance of the historical past and
presenting evaluations of authoritarian and totalitarian regimes.

GALINA KOZLOVA, FRIEDRICH NAUMANN FOUNDATION FOR
FREEDOM, SUPPORTER OF THE EXHIBITION AND THE RUSSIAN VERSION OF THE CATALOGUE (MOSCOW, RUSSIA):

It is important that any cultural project would not just be shown to a visitor but would also interact with them. At the Baikal International School
of Social Research, the participants could reflect on the significance of a
common history having the “Different Wars” Exhibition as an impulse for
the discussion. For me, that was the real highlight of the year.

STRENGTHENING OF EUROPEAN LEGAL FRAMEWORKS

Another new Forum Programme strives to make voices from all
parts of Europe heard and mirror them in various formats for the
public. It is a programme, in which citizens, civil society actors,
media representatives, as well as cultural practicioners of different generations, backgrounds, perspectives are invited to shape
our common European future.
The major “Reflecting Europe” activities are due to start in
2019. This year was used for consultations, brainstorming and
preparation of the format, as well as search for additional programme funding.

BARBARA ANNA BERNSMEIER, FORUM SECRETARIAT
(BERLIN, GERMANY):

What kind of Europe do we live in today and how did it change? How is the
idea and utopia of Europe itself perceived in different countries? And what
role does a mutual culture and understanding play for our self-conception
of Europe? These are only some of the questions we are eager to explore in
2019, 30 years after the fall of the Berlin Wall and the start of the democratisation processes in Central and Eastern Europe.

Lifting all restrictions on the Russian delegation in the PACE would be
indeed unprincipled. Amending the PACE rules of procedure – restricting
national delegations’ rights only within the Assembly itself and not depriving them of the voting rights in elections of non-PACE mandates appears to
us a legally sound and reasonable solution.

CONFERENCE “PLAYING IT SAFE: SUPPORT FOR THE CIVIL
SOCIETY IN EURASIA“

On 4-5 October 2018, the Forum, in cooperation with its long-term
partners the Prague Civil Society Centre and the host organisation,
the European Endowment for Democracy, invited expert community to a conference on the current situation with civil society
from Eurasia to Brussels. The guests from Russia cast light on the
challenges that local civil society faces after the World Cup 2018,
while speakers representing Armenia, Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan
talked about the opportunities evolving in their countries.

JANINE WILDSCHUT, AFEW INTERNATIONAL (AMSTERDAM,
NETHERLANDS), SPEAKING AT THE CONFERENCE:

What I can suggest for Eurasia en large, particularly when it comes to social projects and healthcare, is to cooperate with authorities, support them
in reaching their policy goals and to be fully transparent. And one more
thing: It is important to turn to the communities.

On 18-19 September 2018, a series of individual meetings for
Russian activists with urban and cultural initiatives, community
foundations, environmental organisations took place in Berlin.
The guests also had a chance to get familiar with “Liberale Moderne”, a new think tank dealing with, among other things, Eastern
Europe and Russia, and discuss challenges and opportunities
with the German foundations. The open discussion “Russia after
the World Cup: Agenda for the Civil Society” enjoyed great interest on behalf of the public.

DMITRY MOSKVIN, ACTIVIST AND URBANIST, CANDIDATE AT
THE MAYORAL ELECTION 2018 (YEKATERINBURG, RUSSIA), AT
THE DISCUSSION “RUSSIA AFTER THE WORLD CUP: AGENDA
FOR THE CIVIL SOCIETY”:

In 2018, the Legal Dialogue programme continued developing
useful formats for the legal community in Russia and the EU.
The Travel Grants Programme enabled travel to conferences,
workshops and study visits for 11 legal experts. The new userfriendly interface of the bilingual Legal Dialogue Journal (www.
legal-dialogue.org) generated more attention to the publications
The annual Legal Dialogue Symposium gathered more than 40
legal practitioners from 12 countries to discuss restrictive legal

It was encouraging to see such a mass solidarity action with Oyub Titiev
at the General Assembly in Sofia. That also allowed re-starting the Forum
solidarity work, with new members and ideas. Later in 2018, we elaborated
organisational principles and strategy of the Group and were ready to move
forward from statements to concrete actions, like visiting court hearings of
utter importance for the civil society as a whole.

The public often does not understand the grave consequences from corruption onto their lives. An investigator may be a campaigner, but their
primary responsibility is finding out the facts and revealing them to the
public, hence, nurturing zero tolerance to corruption.

ALEXANDRA BOLDYREVA, DONORS FORUM
(MOSCOW, RUSSIA):

Any research is a source of information, and regularity is of particular
importance for any information. This report analyses the international
structure of the civil sector in different European countries using the same
methodology. The fact that Russia is included in this research allows us to
take a fresh look at our common challenges.

SOLIDARITY ACTIONS

ELENA SHAKHOVA, CITIZENS’ WATCH/ FORUM BOARD AND
SOLIDARITY GROUP (ST. PETERSBURG, RUSSIA):

PAVEL ANTONOV, BLUELINK FOUNDATION/ FORUM TRANSBORDER CORRUPTION EXPERT GROUP (SOFIA, BULGARIA):

PROMOTION OF SHARED VALUES

In modern times, Yekaterinburg has always been a city of particular
freedom and very active citizens. And I am shocked that we also experience
detentions during public demonstrations now and are not even allowed, for
the first time in many years, to elect a mayor. On another note, I am happy
that we have recently succeeded in defending our right to urban space, and
the city pond will remain free from constructions on water.
Further pressure on civil society organisations in Russia and in
single EU member states demanded prompt reactions taken in
solidarity. Solidarity actions, such as statements, appeals to the
authorities, group photos in support of persecuted civil society
actors, etc. took place after the brutal attacks on the activists of
the Environmental Watch on North Caucasus and the “Vision of
Tomorrow” Foundation, the unlawful arrest of Oyub Titiev, during the hunger strike of the Ukrainian filmmaker Oleg Sentsov,
fight of the Bulgarian civil society for the Pirin National Park and
in other cases.

The elaboration of materials, which should help investigative
journalists in their work, was in the spotlight of the Expert
Group in 2018. The Manual “Journalistic Investigations into
Cases of Transborder Corruption” provides indispensable insights into the use of data analysis, as well as recommendations
for investigative journalists. The online Transborder Corruption
Archive (https://tbcarchives.org) is aimed at making public copies of documents which might be evidences of corruption.

VISITS OF BOARD MEMBERS TO REGIONS OF THE FORUM
PRESENCE

Public events have become a priority for the Forum. The picture shows a discussion on the State of Civil Society Report in the fancy +tova space in Sofia

STATE OF CIVIL SOCIETY REPORT

The Report on the State of Civil Society in the EU and Russia is a
major analytical product of the Forum revealing the trends and
challenges for civil society organisations (CSOs) in the region.
Different to the 2017 Report featuring Bulgaria, Italy, Lithuania, the Netherlands and Russia, the traditional survey method
in the 2018 Report on civil society in the Czech Republic, Greece,
Ireland, Romania and, again, Russia was replaced by focus
groups organised at the end of the research in each country. As a
result, policy recommendations were formulated and included in
this new edition to address EU policy-makers, national governments and CSOs themselves.

Following a new standard of internal communications a new
practice of visits from the Board members to the regions in which
the Forum is present, was introduced. The aims of such visits are
to learn more about local civil society contexts, to have meetings
with Forum member organisations in the region and to reach out
to NGOs and initiatives, which might be interesting for the Forum.
The first Board member to go on such a trip was Harry Hummel of the Netherlands Helsinki Committee. Upon invitation of
the organising committee of the Perm Civil Seasons, an annual
event on culture of remembrance, he took part in the Public discussion “USSR 1968 – What Prevented a Russian Spring”.

HARRY HUMMEL, NETHERLANDS HELSINKI COMMITTEE/
FORUM BOARD MEMBER (THE HAGUE, NETHERLANDS), AT
THE DISCUSSION “USSR 1968– WHAT PREVENTED A RUSSIAN
SPRING“ WITHIN THE PERM CIVIL SEASONS:
We need to think in generations, not decades. In 1968, young people in
Western Europe wanted to improve on what their parents did or did not do
in World War II. The protest in the Soviet Union was next to impossible.
One generation further again, around 1990, it did happen. What was the
fundamental nature of the massive shift at that time, I ask myself.

